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Dear Rich

On November 16 2007 we delivered to you written summary of AMDs document

collection protocols This letter responds to the remainder of the issues raised in your November
letter concerning AMD document preservation

Your letter raises seven items which we address mostly in the order that you did First

you raise AMD email journaling system stating that Intel is interested simply in learning how
the system worked both from an AMD users perspective and from AMDs IT perspective As

you know on September 28 2007 we did make AMDs Jerry Meeker available to you for an

informal intcrview on the subject of AMD email journaling system We did not artificially

limit the length of that interview and it appears that the general topics you now raise were

discussed then and could have been discussed even more fully had you desired to do so

We are nevertheless amenable to providing further relevant information if you need it

We cannot tell from your letter whether Mr Meeker ought to be produced second time

whether someone else would be better able to answer your questions whether written summary
would suffice or indeed precisely what information you seek beyond that already disclosed

Lets please discuss this in person or if you prefer please detail your further inquiries in writing

We can then agree on the means and scope of further exchange as necessary We believe that

written summary would be sufficient

The second issue you raise is the written summary of AMDs document collection

protocols which has since been provided

Third you raise AMDs litigation hold notices and at least three questions related to

them You also ask for our suggestion on how best to proceed to answer these questions which
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include whether AMD delivered to its custodians more litigation hold notices than the three

AMD already has produced to Intel which of the notices weve provided was delivered to

AMDs IT personnel i.e the hold notice dated March 11 2005 and the approximate
distribution dates of the various litigation hold notices that AMD has produced to Intel

Let me answer your questions in part now and suggest further mutual production of

litigation hold notices The litigation hold notices that AMD produced are exemplars of the

principal notices delivered by AMD to its custodians in this case and all of the material terms set

forth in these notices are replicated in other versions sent by AMD from time-to-time Any
differences between the notices produced and others sent at various times are slight and non-

material e.g changing the renamed CPG group to MSS and changing light of the scope of

information it appears Intel may seek in discovery we are expanding our ongoing efforts to

preserve documents to critical part of the discovery process requires that we take all

reasonable steps to preserve documents These custodian-directed exemplars of litigation

hold notices are what we believe the parties agreed to exchange and are similar to what we

appear to have received from Intel as attachments to letter from Kay Kochenderfer AMD has

not yet produced the litigation hold notice dated March 11 2005 that was directed to AMD IT

personnel as we did not understand this to be part of the agreed-upon exchange

Nor apparently have we received IT-related litigation notices from Intel Indeed other

than those notices attached to Kays letter thorough searches through the documents Intel has

produced in remediation and culpability discovery have not uncovered any litigation hold notices

delivered by Intel to its IT personnel as referenced by Intel in its various filings with the Court

concerning its evidence preservation issues For instance while we have found emails sent

among Intel IT personnel we have not located any litigation hold notice directed by Intel or its

in-house counsel to IT personnel with respect to Intels complaint freeze effort that Intel said

it undertook in June and July 2005 or any litigation hold notice issued by Intel to its IT

personnel at the time of the discovery of Intels evidence preservation issues in October 2006

While AMD is not opposed to producing its March 11 2005 notice subject again to an

agreement that by doing so no privilege will be deemed waived we would like the exchange to

be mutual If Intel already has produced the litigation hold notices it delivered to its IT

personnel we would appreciate your identifying those documents by bates number If Intel has

not produced those documents lets please set date for mutual exchange

Finally on litigation hold notices AMD is prepared to reproduce the litigation hold

notices already produced this time with their dates evident This ought to answer many or all of

the questions your letter poses If there are additional questions about litigation hold notices that

need to be answered after this production they can be answered promptly

Fourth your letter items and inquires about document retention failures by AMD
custodians including non-compliance with litigation hold notices As we have previously

advised AMD has already conducted review of AMD preservation program with respect to

its 108 AMD party-designated production custodians While your letter mentions use of the

word systemic in prior conespondence Mark Samuels August 10 2007 letter reporting on the
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results of that review did not use that term but instead provided Intel with AMDs report that

our preservation program appears to be operating as designed and intended no lapses in that

program have been identified That same letter discussed the further production of
.psts for

certain custodians and identified two instances in which litigation notices were sent out in

September 2006 If AMD learns information with respect to these or any other AMD
production custodians or as to AMDs preservation program more generally that require

modification of these representations please be assured that AMD will so notify Intel

At present however AMD reiterates the representations regarding its preservation

program made in Mr Samuels prior letter AMD also acknowledges its duties to monitor

compliance with litigation hold notices and to report instances where AMD has identified losses

of relevant data that require disclosure We also believe that disclosures in response to item in

your letter as discussed below will provide Intel with responsive information In addition and

as you know AMD like Intel is in the process of harvesting reviewing and producing

documents from adversely-designated custodians In that process AMD remains mindful of the

disclosure obligations imposed as outlined above and will adhere to them

Finally your letters item asks for large variety of information some of which AMD
already has produced in part We agree with your suggestion that information responsive to the

topics raised in item are best supplied in written summaries and are prepared to assemble and

produce to Intel the following

The date on which AMDs custodians documents were harvested in the litigation

As you know AMD already has produced these dates for the AMD party-designated production

custodians AMD is in the midst of reharvesting these custodians data through the June

2006 cutoff date agreed to by the parties and is in the process of harvesting reviewing and

producing data of the AMD custodians recently designated adversely by Intel We can supply an

interim update to the prior harvest date list supplied already but think that it may be more

efficient to pick later date for exchange of this information -- with both Intel and AMD
updating and producing this harvesting information -- after all such harvesting has been

completed Late December or early January seem like appropriate times for this exchange

The date on which AMDs custodians were put on the email journaling system

Identification of known losses of relevant data from an AMD custodians

harddrive due to file corruption lost laptop or other similarmeans of loss

The months for which AMD custodian data has been preserved on monthly

backup tapes and complaint freeze tapes This is best described we believe by way of written

summary perhaps to be accompanied with spreadsheet of relevant data

AMD already is in the process of preparing this information for disclosure We suggest

disclosing this information to Intel on rolling basis as it is assembled We should be able to

begin production in the next few weeks
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We trust that this is responsive to your requests There is obviously some detail we
ought to discuss so please call me for that purpose

Sincerely

David Herron

of OMELVENY MYERS LLP

LA31 141891.1


